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Abstract— In this project, We have introduced ARDUINO 

and Node MCU controlled smart energy management system. 

Its capable of a turn off all the electrical appliances inside the 

room when there is no one in the room. It can only turn on if 

there are persons inside the room. And also the electrical 

appliances controlled when there are absences of a human 

being with the help of node MCU. The main purpose of this 

Energy Management System is to reduce the unwanted power 

consumption in institutions like schools, colleges, and 

offices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power consumption gets increased by the people so that it is 

necessary to manage power in an efficient way. The electrical 

appliances turn on if there are persons inside the room until 

the last person leaves the room it stays on and also it has a 

count of persons inside the room when the count becomes 

zero electrical appliances automatically turn off. Then the 

electrical appliances which take more time to on will also be 

controlled by Node MCU with the help of voice command 

given by Google assistance. The Node MCU has the inbuilt 

Wi-Fi module. So with the help of that electrical appliances 

controlled wirelessly.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This can tell about the method which is existing. The power 

consumption can be controlled by the method of scheduling. 

Scheduling the time period when the electrical appliances 

going to be on and when it is going to be off. They fixed a 

certain range of time period. Hence it is not efficiently 

suitable for all the time period. This is not suitable for extra 

work time and not efficient in unexpected holidays. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To detect the first person entered inside using the sensor, 

automatically turn ON the electrical appliances and count 

how many people entered inside will be displayed on the 

screen. If the last person leaves the room, the electrical 

appliances will be turned OFF automatically. Also, the 

electrical appliances controlled by the voice command given 

by the person with the help of Node MCU. 

A. Advantage 

1) Suitable for all time. 

2) High efficient and low cost. 

3) Electrical appliances controlled with the absences of a 

human being. 

4) Easily identify a number of persons inside the room. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Using ARDUINO 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram for ARDUINO controlled. 

 This is the block diagram of Arduino controlled 

energy management system. 

1) List of Modules 

1. Relay module 

2. LCD module 

2) Module description  

1. Relay module 

The relay module is an electrically operated switch. It uses an 

electromagnet to mechanically operate the switch and provide 

electrical isolation between two circuits. In my project, the 

relay module is used to switch on and off the electrical 

appliances. 

2. LCD module 

The LCD module is used to display the characters and 

numbers. Here it is used to display the count of the person 

entered and left the room. 

3) List of Sensor 

1. IR sensor 

4) Sensor description 

1.IR sensor 

The IR sensor consists of an IR LED which acts as a 

transmitter and a photodiode which act as a receiver. It is 

capable of sensing the color and generate value according to 

the color. In my project, it is used to identify human beings. 
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B. Using Node MCU 

 
Fig.2 Block diagram for node MCU controlled 

This is the block diagram of Node MCU controlled energy 

management system. 

1) List of components 

1. Google assistant 

2. IFTTT 

3. Adafruit.io 

4. Relay module 

2) Components description 

1. Google assistant 

The google assistant is developed by Google. It is available 

on mobile phones. The google assistant uses the shortcut 

voice command to perform the action on devices. 

2. IFTTT 

The expansion of IFTTT is If This Then That. It provides web 

service. IFTTT is acting as the web linker between two 

different networks. It uses conditional statements to perform 

the operation. 

 3. Adafruit.io 

Adafruit.io is a storage place for storing the data. The same 

data can be stored in more than one form also. 

It provides a cloud service. The data can be used with the help 

of internet. 

V. WORKING 

A. Based on ARDUINO 

The IR sensor should be placed inside and outside of the 

room. When the person enters inside the room, IR sensor 1 

will detect the person than IR sensor 2.When the person 

leaves the room, IR sensor 2 will detect the person than IR 

sensor 1. 

 
Fig .3 IR sensors 

 Here the IR sensor detects the person and gives the 

input to Arduino. 

 

 
Fig. 4 IR sensor working 

 Arduino Nano is the smallest board. It uses ATmega 

328p microcontroller and it has 8 Analog pins, 22 I/O digital 

pins, It can be powered by DC voltage through Mini USB port 

rather than the standard port. Its operating voltage is 5V. 

 
Fig. 5 Arduino Nano 

 The Arduino will process getting input from the IR 

sensors. While the persons entering inside the room the count 

will be increased by one. If count becomes one then the relay 

module switches on the electrical appliances automatically. 

While the person leaving the room the count will be 

decreased by one. If the count becomes zero then the relay 

module switches off the electrical appliances automatically. 

 
Fig. 6 relays working 

 The count of the person entering and leaving the 

room will be shown by the LCD module. 
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Fig.7 LCD display 

B. Based on Node MCU 

This is the method for controlling the electrical appliances 

through the help of internet. In this method first, the voice 

message will be given to the google assistant using mobile 

phones. 

 
Fig.8 Block of Google assistant 

 The Google assistant covert the voice message into 

the text message. If we say AC on it will convert into the text. 

The text message will be stored in the Adafruit.io. 

 
Fig. 9 Block of Adafruit.io 

 In this adafruit.io we can store many kinds of text 

messages. The same command can be stored more than one 

format also.  

 

 
Fig.10 Block of IFTTT 

 Here the IFTTT is used to connect the Google 

assistant and the adafruit.io. It acts as a web linker. The given 

voice message will be searching in the adafruit.io by using 

the IFTTT. Then the input will be given to the node MCU. 

The node MCU is an open source IoT platform. It includes 

the ESP8266 with a controller.  

 
Fig. 11 Block of Node MCU 

 The node MCU has 13 input and output pins. The 

memory is 128kBytes and the storage is 4Mbytes.  

 
Fig.12 node MCU chip 

The ESP8266 is a low-cost Wi-Fi microchip. It is a 32-bit 

microcontroller and it has 16 input pins. The CPU running at 

80MHz or 160MHz. The ESP8266 has the inbuilt Wi-Fi 

module with the dual Bluetooth. It is a low cost which is 

present inside the node MCU. The size of the Wi-Fi 

microchip is very small.  
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Fig. 13 ESP8266 chip 

 The Wi-Fi modules get activated with the help of 

internet. Then node MCU check the message if the message 

is matched it will ask to on and off the electrical appliances 

with the help of the relay module.  

VI. RESULT 

This project can be divided into two modules. One is the 

electrical appliances can be automatically turn on when there 

is a person inside the room. And turn off when there are 

absences of a human being in the room. It displays the count 

of the person inside the room. 

 
Fig. 14 Absences of person 

 Another module is the electrical appliances turn on 

and off using the voice command with the help of Node 

MCU. 

 
Fig. 15 Presences of person 

 
Fig. 16 Light on and off based on persons 

 
Fig. 17 On and Off using voice command 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Power consumption gets increased in all over the world. With 

the help of an embedded system reduce the power 

consumption by using the Arduino controller and Node 

MCU. The technology used here will be automatic so that 

human resources are not needed to be more and can be very 

useful in smart cities also. This project goal is to reduce the 

unwanted power consumption. The process will 

automatically turn on and off the electrical appliances with 

the help of sensors and also controlled by voice command. 

Mainly this method useful for schools, colleges, and offices. 
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